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My invention relates to electronic discharge 

apparatus, and its broad purpose is to provide 
a means of increasing the intensity of an elec- ' ' 
tron stream. 
Among the objects of my invention are: First, 

to provide a device for multiplying the electrons 
available in an electron discharge device, there 
by increasing the available current and decreas 
ing the effective impedance; second,. to provide 
van electron multiplying means which is substan 
tially linear in its characteristics, and therefore 
capable of substantially distortionless ampli?ca 
tion; third, to provide an electron multiplying 
device which is applicable to, various types of 
apparatus, such- as photo-electric tubes, elec-v 
tronic relays, ampli?ers, and the like; fourth, to 
provide an electron multiplier which is-capable 
of producing practically unlimited ampli?cation; 
fifth, to provide an ‘electron multiplier which 
may be used as an ampli?er which does not in;' 
trodiice interference noises; and sixth, to provide 
“a new type of electronic ampli?cation. ' 
My invention possesses numerous other ob 

, jects and features of advantage, some of which, 
25 

. be multiplied is directed so as to be intercepted 
by one of these surfaces, thereby causing a sec 

40 

with the foregoing, will be set forth in the fol 
lowing description of my invention. It is to be‘ 
understood that I do not limit myself to'this dis 
closure of .species of my invention, as I may adopt 
variant embodiments thereof within the scope 
of the claims. 7 

In general terms, the electron multiplier in 
my invention comprises a pair of opposed sur 
faces which are ‘adapted to liberate electrons 
by secondary‘ emission. Means are. provided for 
causing a potential drop along these surfaces, so 
_that a graduated electrostatic ?eld is formed 
between them. The electron stream‘ which is to 

ondary emission of electrons‘. These secondary 
electrons are accelerated by the graduated ?eld 
between the surfaces, causing impacts, ?rst with 
one surface and then with the other, each im 
pact causing the release of a plurality of elec 
trons resulting in a cumulative‘ electron ‘flow. 
The ?nal electronic how is proportional to the 

‘intensity of the v original _. electron stream, the 
voltage of the- graduated field. and the length of. 
‘the path in which the repeated impacts an 
. resultant secondary emissions occur. 

d their 
Referring to the drawing: » ’ ' /_ 
Figure 1 is a" view, partly in elevation and- pm 

‘ ly in axial section, of an electron discharge de 
vice‘ embodying a form oi my invention. _ H I 

“Figure 2 is a schematic diagram 0! the device 

-, sired to multiply. 

Application 

of Figure‘ 1, showing the principal circuits asso 
ciated therewith. . ‘ 

In detail, the apparatus shown in the drawing 
/ comprises an evacuated envelope. ii, which in this 
case" is‘in the form. of a cylindrical glass tube 5. 
which is bent at an obtuse angle. The lower 
end of the tube is sealed to a stem or press ‘I 
of conventional type which supports the appa 
ratus for producing a modulated electron stream. 
This endof the tube is secured for convenience 
to a radio tube base 8 of the ordinary form, the 
leads which are sealed to the ,stem being con 
nected to the pins 8 in the usual manner. 
Within the tube, a ?lament ii is supported by 

the wires l2 and II which are sealed through the 
stem 1, and they ?lament is surrounded by a cy 
lindrical shield II which is connected to the 
support l2, and serves to concentrate the elec 
tron ?ow from the ?lament. . ' 

. An anode comprising a tubular portion iiand 
a circular ?ange i1 is mounted upon the support 
i8 co-axially with the shield. As is shown by 
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.Figure 2, a strong positive potential is imposed 
,upon ‘the anode, and hence the electrons lib 
erated by the ?lament are accelerated and a 
de?nite proportion of them is projected outward 
ly through the tube 16. The stream oi’ electrons 
‘thus produced is modulated by a, control electrode 
'2! comprising a gauze screen carried by a sup 
port 22 and interposed between the anode and 
.the shield ll}. _ ' ~ 

It will be understood that in the structure 
shown a signal to be ampli?ed is impressed be-; 
tween ?lament ii and grid “from an input 
circuit in accordance with the ordinary ampli 
?er practice, and that this signal modulates 
the electron ?ow to the anode and hence the 
flow escaping through the tubular portion IS in 
like proportion.- .‘I'he ‘device diifers from the or 
dinary ampli?er in that the output circuit is 
not connected between the anode and ?lament, 
which are joined through battery 28 by a lead 
23. The usual ?lament battery 24 and anode 
battery 26, are provided. _- ' 
The apparatus thus far described is merely 

one method of producing a modulated electron 
stream, and is not the essential part of this in 
vention. It may be thoughtvof as'an electron 
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' gun, and its place. may be takenbya photo 
,electric tube, or other type$6f apparatus pro 
ducing an electronic discharge which it is die- 

The electron multiplier proper is carried‘ by a 
stem II which is sealed into/ the upper end of 

~ the: envelope U. Estending through the Items‘; 
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2 
are two supporting lead wires 32 and 33, be 
tween which a hollow resistor is connected. In 

. the present instance, this resistor comprises a 
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glass form having annular end portions 34 and 
36 joined by a pair of opposite connecting bars 
31. This form may be made by cutting away 
opposite segments from the central portion of a 
glass tube. ‘ 
The form is supported by a conducting ring 38', - 

connected to the lead 33, and another conducting 
ring 33, connected and supported by the lead 32. 

. Between the rings ‘38 and 39 a coil 4| is wound 
upon the form.‘ This coil is greatly exaggerated. 
in the drawing, being wound of extremely ?ne 
wire having as high resistance as it is'practical 
to ‘secure. 
?lament wire wound ?ve hundredturns to the 
inch, a resistance of approximately 50,000 ohms. 
was obtained with a resistor approximately three 
inches long. These ?gures are illustrative mere 
ly, optimum performance being obtained with 
maximum resistance. 
A ?lamentary electrode 42 extends axially of 

the resistor and connects with a lead 43 sealed 
through the press 30. The electrode is tensioned ' 
by a spring 44, which connects through the seal 
46 to a terminal 41. The electrode 42 is prefer 
ably coated with a metal adapted to liberate elec 
‘trons by secondary emission, such as thorium or 
barium. , - 

After the device is evacuated, and before it is 
put into active operation, a current is passed 
through the filament between the terminals 41 
and I3, raising it to incandescence and vapor 
izing the material from its surface, which is de- 
posited‘as. a coating upon the inner surface of 
the resistor. I have found that a very active 
coating is formed in this manner. For example, 
using thorium vas .a secondary emitter,_ I have 
obtained one secondary electron for each 45 volts 

' of impact potential ofa primary electron, and 
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using barium, I have obtained one secondary 
electron for each 33 volts of impact potential of 
the primary electron. , I 
‘Egress of electrons from the upper end of the 

resistor is practically blocked by means of a small 
~ shield 48, secured to the lead 43. - 
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» Referring again to Figure 2, a potential .is 
applied across the resistor 4| by means of a bat-' 
tery 5i. The resistor connects to a tap" 52 on 
this battery. while the ‘electrode 42 connects 
through a resistor 53 to the positive terminal of 
the battery. .. ' 

As is shown by Figure '1, an aperture 54, in line 
with the tubular anode, permits the electron. 
stream to enter the hollow resistor and strike 
within it upon ‘the surface which has been sensi 
tized for-‘secondary emission. The stream strikes 
with a velocity obtained by falling through a po 
tential of preferably several hundred volts, and 
each of the primary electrons, therefore, liberates 
anumber of secondaries. \ ~ " 

These secondaries are emitted with small ran 
dom velocity, and are subjected to the action of 
an electro-static ?eld ‘resulting first, from the 
potential between the resistor 4i and the ?la 
mentary electrode 42, and second, from the fall 
of potential along the resistor" itself. ' The result 
of the combined action of these two fields is to 
accelerate the secondary electron transversely of 
the resistor. Although the‘ electrode 42 has‘ a 
relativelyxsmall super?cial- area, electronsaccelé 
erated toward it would tend to be intercepted 
thereby except for the fact that there is‘ an in-' 
herent longitudinal magnetic ?eld existing 111th? 

In‘ the device pictured, using ?ne 
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device due to the current from battery II passing ~ 
through the turns of the resistor 4|. The longi 
tudinal ?eld produced causes electrons acceler 
ated toward the electrode 42 to be de?ected, and 4 
their path is such that the probability of elec- - 

, trons actually being‘ intercepted by electrode 42 is 
greatly reduced. After passing electrode 42 they 
proceed at decreasing speed across the interior 

- of the resistor and hit the opposite surface with a 
velocity which is substantially that due to the 
potential,- longitudinal of the resistor, through 
which they have fallen. . 
Here their impact again causes a release of 

secondary electrons in increased numbers, and 
the action is repeated, with an increase in the‘ 
intensity of the electron cloud at each impact or 
“re?ectlon". When the electron stream has 
passed the entire length of the resistor 4i, the 
electrons collect upon the shield 48. Thence they 
return to the battery 5| through the-‘resistor 53, 
causing a potential drop therein‘ which may be‘ 
utilized in any desired typeX of output circuit 
connected’ across the resistor. 
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The amount of electron multiplication ob 
tainediwith this device is a function of the poten 
tial through which the electrons fall between im 

25 

pacts, and of the number of impacts. Up to the . - 
point wher'e‘space charge effect supervenes, the 
electron ?ow is directly proportional to the num 
ber .of electrons entering the multiplier, which 
therefore has linear characteristics. 
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The use of the magnetic ?eld operating in con- ' 
Junction with the accelerating ?eld raises the 
e?iciency of the device by greatly reducing the 
probability of collection by the‘ accelerating elec 
trode. ‘ , ' 

Although I have found it desirable to deposit 
the secondary emitting surface upon the resistor 
wires themselves, this is by no means ‘essential. 
The resistor may be wound upon the exterior of a 
glass tube, and the secondary emitter deposited 
upon the interior surface of this tube. In ‘the 
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present-instance, although the [major secondary ' 
emission takes place from the resistor 4!, a cer- ' 
tain amount of the action occurs from the sur 
faces of the bars 31 of the form upon which the 
resistor is wound. - 
Even the use of a wound resistor may be dis 

pensed with, and a resistor sputtered on the ex-‘ 
terior of the form may be used in conjunction - 
with the interior emitting surface. It is even 
possible to make this emitting surface itself the 
resistor, but since the-best secondary emitter 
appears to be a mono-molecular layer of the 
emitting material, and since it is extremely difll 
cult to make’ such a-layer having no discontinu 
ities, I prefer to use the device of the type shown. 
‘ If, however, no inductance is used, collection 
by ?lamentary conductor 42 will be increased. 
The shape of the hollow resistor is also’ of minor 

importance. The principal desideratum is that 
there be opposing surfaces against which the re 
peated impacts may take place, so that the‘ elec 
trons may follow a zig-zag course through the 
multiplier, with a release of a plurality of new - 
"electrons‘and consequent ampli?cation at each 
successive impact. ' 
The ?lamentary electrode'42 exercises a dual 

function: First, that of depositing the: secondary 
emit ng surface within the multiplier, and sec-‘ 
ond, ncreasing the transverse velocity of the 
electrons.‘ The'latte'r effect increases the num 
ber of impacts occurring through the ‘multiplier; 
without the electrode 42 a much smaller number 
of re?ections would occur with a multiplier of 
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given diameter, or a much smaller diameter 
would be necessary to give the same ampli?ca 
tion. The ?lamentary electrode,-.therefore, per 

. mits a greater diameter of multiplier and conse 
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quently increases the resistance it is possible to 
get on a multiplier of given length. ' , ' 

‘ It should be noted that whereas the ordinary 
audion ampli?er causes distortion ifv it be oper 
ated at "saturation current”, my electron multi 
plier should always 'be operated in this manner 
unless it is to cause distortion. If the potential 
used drops to a point permitting a space_charge 
to establish itself in the output end of the ‘tube, 
the potential along the tube is effectively reduced. 
This decreases the number of electrons ?owing 
in the external circuit due to the impact of a single 
primary, and hence destroys the linearity of the 
device. - 

I claim: ' 

1.-An electron discharge device comprising.‘ 
means for producing a modulated electron stream, 
a pair of opposed surfaces adapted to liberate 
electrons by ‘secondary emission, and means for 
producing a potential gradient longitudinally of 
said surfaces, one of said surfaces being positioned 
to intercept said electron stream. 

2. An electron discharge device comprising, 
means for producing a modulated electron stream, 
a pair of opposed surfaces adapted to liberate , 
electrons by secondary emission, an electrode ex 
tending intermediate said surfaces for establish 
ing an electrostatic ?eld therebetween, and means 
for producing‘ a potential gradient longitudinally 
of said surfaces, one of said surfaces being posi 
tioned to intercept said-electron stream. 

3. An electron discharge device comprising, 
means for producing a modulated electron stream, 
a hollow resistor for producing a graduated elec 
trostatic ?eld and mounted to receive the electron 
stream on an inner wall thereof, said inner wall 
being adapted to liberate electrons by secondary 
emission, and an electrode extending longitudi 
nally within said resistor. 

4. An electron discharge device comprising a 
pair of opposed surfaces adapted to liberate 
electrons by secondary emission, a resistor for 
producing a potential gradient along said ‘sur 
faces, an electrode extending longitudinally inter- 
mediate said surfaces, and means for directing a 
modulated electron stream against one of said 
surfaces. ' > ' , ‘ 

5. An electron discharge device comprising a 
pair of opposed surfaces adapted to liberate elec 
trons by secondary emission, a resistor for pro 
ducing a potential gradient’ along said surfaces, 
an electrode extending longitudinally interme 

' diate said surfaces, and means for directing a 
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modulated electron stream against the low. po 
tential end of one of said surfaces. - ' i ’ 

6. An electron discharge device comprising, 
means for producing a modulated electron‘ 
stream, a high resistance hollow coil, a ?lamentary 
electrode extending axially of said coil, and a 
surface within said coil adapted to liberate elec 
trons by secondary emission and adapted to inter 
cept said electron stream. . I ' 

7. An electron discharge device‘ comprising, 
means for producing a modulated electron stream, 
a hollow resistor for producing a graduated elec 
trostatic field and mounted to receive the electron 
stream on an inner wall thereof. said inner wall 
being adapted to liberate electrons by secondary 
emission, an electrode extending longitudinally 
within said resistor, and aashield connected to 

3 
said electrode substantially‘ciosing one end of 
said resistor. . ' ' 

'8. Aneiectron discharge device comprising, a 
hollow resistor for, producing a graduated elec-' 
trostatic ?eld and having an inner wall adapted 
‘to liberate electrons by secondary emission, an 
electrode extending longitudinallywithin said re 
sistor, and means fordirecting a modulated elec 
tron stream against said wall at the low potential 
end of said ?eld. ‘ . . 

9. An electron discharge device comprising, a 
hollow resistor for producing a graduatedlelec 
trostatic field and having an inner wall adapted 
to ~liberate electrons by, secondary emission, an 
electrode extending longitudinally within said re 
sistor, and means for directing a modulated elec 
tron stream into said resistor at an oblique angle 
against said inner wall. . ' - 

10. An electron discharge device comprising, a 
hollow resistor for producing a graduated elec 
trostatic ?eld and having an inner wall adapted 
to liberate electrons by secondary emission,_ an 
electrode extending longitudinally within said re 
sistor, and means for directing a modulatedelec 

, tron streaminto said resistor at an oblique angle 
against s'aidinner wall at'the low potential end of 
said ?eld. ' ' 

r 11. An- electron multiplier comprising an en-' 
velope containinga plurality of surface elements 
adapted to liberate electrons by secondary emis 
sion, said elements being mounted to be progres 
sively ' and serially impacted by an electron 
stream when energized to successively increase 
ing potentials, electrode mea'ns'for establishing 
an accelerating field for acting upon electrons 
passing from one surface element to another, 
means for producing a_ modulated electron 
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stream entering the low potential end of said ' 
multiplier,_and means for collecting electrons at 
the high potential end ‘of said multiplier. 40 

12. An electron multiplier comprising an 'en--. . 
velope containing a plurality of surfaceelements 
adapted to liberatefelectrons by secondary’emis 
sion, said elements being mounted to be pro 
gressively and serially impacted by an electron 
stream, means operating when energized to es 
tablish' successively increasing potentials on said 
elements, electrode means for establishing an 
accelerating ?eldfor acting upon electrons pass 
ing from- one surface element to another, said , 
?rst namedgmeans producing a magnetic ‘?eld 
directed‘ to reduce the probability of electrons 

_ striking said electrode means during their trav 
ersal of said series, means for producing a mod 
ulated electron stream entering the low potential 
end _,of said elements, and means for collecting 
electrons at the high potential end of said 
elements. v _ , _ 

13. An electron multiplier comprising a pin. 
rality of surface elements adapted to liberate 
electrons by secondary‘emissiom-said elements 
being mounted to be progressively and serially 
impacted by an electron stream, means adapted 
to be energized for establishing successively-in 
creasing potentials on said elements, a single 
electrode positioned across the path of the elec 
trons for establishing an additional accelerating 
field for directing. electrons emitted from one 
surface element toward the surface element next 
higher in potential. and a source of primary elec 
trons positioned for cooperation with the surface 
element of. lowest potential. - 

14. An electron multiplier comprising a plu 
rality of surface elements adapted to liberate 
electrons by secondary emission, said elements 75 
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serially impacted by an electron stream, means 
substantially co-extensive with said ‘elements 
and adjacent thereto adapted tobe energized for 
establishing successively increasing potentials on 
said elements-accelerating electrode 'r'neans po 
sitioned in the general path of the'electrons for 

' establishing an additional accelerating ?eld for 

-10 
acting upon electrons passing from one surface 
element to another and a source of primary elec 
trons adjacent the ?rst surface element. 

15. An electron multiplier comprising an en 
velope containing a source of primary electrons. 
a pair of spaced surfaces, an electrode interme 

"diate said surfaces for establishing a ?eld act 
ing to accelerate electrons away from one sur 
face toward the spaced surface, .and series re 
sistive means connected to various points of each 
of said surfaces‘for establishing on different por 
tions thereof different and successively increas 
ing‘ potential. ‘ 

16. An electron multiplier comprising an en 
I velope containing a pair of spaced surfaces ca 

4.0 

pable of producing secondary electrons at a ratio 
greater thanunity upon electron impact there 
with,,means comprising an accelerating electrode . 
adapted to be energized for creating electrostati 
cally repeated electron traversal of the space 
bounded by said surfaces, said means being sit 
uated within’the electron path, means connected 
to said surfaces adapted to be energized for 
creating a progression of the electrons along said 
surfaces and a source of primary electrons. 

17. An electron multiplier comprising a pair 
of spaced surfaces adapted to liberate electrons 
by secondary emission upon ,electron impact 
therewith,>an accelerating electrode positioned in ' ’ 
the general'path, of the electrons intermediate 
said surfaces for accelerating electrons liberated 
from one surface-toward the other of said‘sur 
faces, vmeans substantially co~extensive with said 
spaced surfaces and adjacent thereto vadapted to 
be-energized for establishing anv additional ?eld ' 
for insuring secondary electron-producing im 
pacts with the surface approached by the ac—v 

_ celerated electrons, and a source of primary elec 
trons adjacent one of said surfaces.‘ 

18. An electron multiplier according to claim 
14, in which the electrode means for establishing 
the additional accelerating ?eld has a minimum 
thickness consistent with its support. 

19. An electron multipliercomprising a plu-' 
rality of surface elements adapted’ to liberate 
electrons by secondary emission, said elements be 
ing serially _mounted to ‘be progressively and 
serially. impacted by an electron stream, means 
adjacenteach of said elements and adapted to 
be energized ‘for establishing successively increas 

. ,ing potentials on said elements, accelerating. 
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means positioned in the general path of 'the elec 
trons __fo'r,establishing an additional electrostatic 
accelerating ?eld for directing electrons emitted 
from one surface element toward the next surface 
element, add a source .of,primary> electrons ad 
jacentthe. ?rst surface element. 

20. 'An' electron multiplier comprising a plu-v 
rality of surface elements adapted to liberate 
electrons by secondary emission,‘ said elements be 
ing serially mounted to be progressively and 

\ serially impacted by'anelectron stream,‘ means 
substantially .co-extensive with said elements and 
adjacent‘ thereto adapted to beenergized for 

‘ establishing successively increasing potentials on 
said elements, an accelerating electrode adapted 
‘to be energized positioned in the electron path 
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' being serially mounted to be progressively and intermediate alternate impacted surfaces for ac 
celerating anddirecting electrons emitted from 
one surface element toward the next surface ele 
ment and a source of primary electrons adjacent 
the’ ?rst surface element. / ~ ‘ ' 

21. An electron multiplier comprising an en- - 
\velope containing a plurality of surfaces capable 

' of emitting secondary electrons at a ratio greater 
than .unity upon electron'impact therewith, ac-v 
celerating means adapted to be energized for 
producing an electrostatic ?eld directed to re 
move electrons emitted from one surface to a 
point adjacent 'another '_ of said surfaces, said 
means being positioned across the path of the 
electrons, means substantially co-extensive with 
said surfaces and adjacent ‘thereto adapted 
to be energized for producing an additional 
?eld directed to accelerate the adjacent elec 
trons to ‘make a secondary electron-producing" 
impact with said latter surface and a source of 
primary electrons adjacent one of said surfaces. 

22. An electron multiplier comprising an en 
velope containing a pair of spaced surfaces adapt 
ed to liberate electrons by secondary emission, 
means connected to said surfaces and adapted to 
energize. one of said surfaces to a higher steady 
potential than the other, an accelerating electrode 
positioned in the path of the electrons and adapt 
ed to be energized to a still higher steady poten 

‘ tial, means adapted 'to be energized for directing - 
priinary electrons against said ?rst surface at a 
velocity capable of producing secondary elec 
trons at a ratio greater than unity, and collector 
means for utilizing electrons emitted by secondary , 

' emission from said second surface. 
23. An electron multiplier comprising an en 

velope containing a pair of opposed surfaces,' 
means connected to said surfaces and adapted for 
energizing one of said surfaces to a higher steady 
potential than the other, an accelerating 'elec 

‘ trode positioned in the path of the electrons and 
adapted to be energized’to a‘ still higher steady. 
potential, means adapted to be venergized for di 
recting primary electrons against said ?rst sur 
face at a velocity capable of producing secondary 
electrons at a ratio greater than .unity, and, a 
third surface positioned in said path to intercept 
electrons emitted "by secondary emission from 
said second surface. ' 

v24>\An electron multiplier comprising‘ an ‘en 
velope containing means for producing electrons, 

' a series of surface elements capable of producing 
ele'ctrons‘at a ratio greater than unity upon elec 
tron impact therewith, means _ adjacent to’ and 
surrounding said surfaces adapted for energizing 
the latter to progressively increasing potentials, 
and means positioned in the electron pathsadapt 
ed upon energization to accelerate electrons dur 

" ing their passage from one element to the next. 
25. ,An electron multiplier comprising a series 
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of longitudinally staggered surface elements . 

ratio greater ‘than .unity upon electron impact 
therewith, double terminal means substantially 
co-extensive with said surface elements and 
adapted to be energized for establishing progres 
sively increasing potentials, on said surface ele 
ments vand, when energized,‘ providing a zigzag 
electron path progressing along a predetermined 
line and also generating a magnetic ?eld having 
lines of force parallel to said line of progression, 
fsaid ?eld including the paths of said electrons, 

capable of producing secondary electrons ‘at a _ 

accelerating means adapted to be energized po- ‘ 

'sitioned between all alternate surfaces, and, a, 
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source “of primary electrons adjacent the ?rst 
surface element of the series.‘ I I 

28, An electron multiplier comprising an en 
velope containing a pair of opposed surfaces 
capable of producing secondary electrons at a 

‘ratio greater than unity upon electron impact 
therewith, accelerating electrode means inter 
mediate said surfaces and within the electron 

path for accelerating electrons from one Iu'rhce 
toward the other, double terrains] means sur- ' 

- rounding said path adapted to be energised for 
producing a potential gradient along said sur 
faces and a source of primary electrons at one end 5 
of said enevelope; , _ , - ' 

PHILO 'r. mmgswon'm. 


